
curve considerably because of the mountain 
ranges, plains, and rivers. In the storm the 
wind blows inward toward the center, and 
the storm as a whole rotates from east to 
north, west and south, as we say, opposite 
to the hands of a clock in the northern hemi
sphere. This caus�s the northeast winds in 
the northern front quarter of such a storm. 
The ocean has little influence on these storms 
as far west as Ohio. The storm does not come 
from an easterly direction, but from the west, 
and the wind in its wliirling in the storm 
blows from an easterly quarter in the front, 
and from a westerly quarter in the rear of 
the storm as it goes away. It clears olf with 
a westerly wind, as you have observed. 

(10996) A. W. asks: 1. What is meant 
by "polyphase" as applied to electric machines; 
and by "cycle" as applied to gas engines? A. 
A cycle is a series of changes through which 
a varying quantity passes, including all its 
values, and it fluctuates through these changes 
periodically. Thus a cycle of an alternating 
current of electricity is the successive values 
of the E. M. F. through one series of changes 
from zero to its highest value, and down 
through zero to the lowest and back again to 
zero. This succession of values the current 
will have as many times per second as there 
are cycles, ordinarily 30, 60, or 120. Poly
phase currents are those whose E. M. F.'s differ 
from each other by a fraction of a phase. 
Thus three currents a third of a cycle apart 
will furnish a three-phase current in the lines 
with which it is connected. See Sloane's 
"Electrician's Handy Book," price $3.50. A 
cycle is like a complete succession of the 
heights of one tide in about twelve hours at 
the seashore. A phase is any single value or 
height of the water. If two or three tides 
come together by different channels in the same 
place or bay we have a two-phase or three
phase current of the tide. 2. What is meant 
by jibing a sail-boat? A. A sailing vessel is 
tacked when in changing from one course on 
the wind to another it presents its bow to the 
wind; it is jibed when it is turned in the oppo
site direction so that it presents its stern to 
the wind. In a high wind the latter is always 
a difficult and sometimes a dangerous opera
tion. 3. Is a catboat so called because the 
mast stands straight up at one end of the boat 
like a cat's tail from its body? A. We are 
certain that a catboat is not so called because 
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temperature, and so reduces the current which 
flows through it. Carbon, nowever, has a much 
grea ter electrical resistance wben cold than 
when hot. 

Massachusetts. This numerical prominence 
needs to he borne in mind if we would under
stand many acts on both sides of the ocean. 
To understand the America of to-day, too, we 

(10998) E. G. asks: Kindly give me must needs know the Boston of the forefath
ers. The book is beautifully illustrated, print
ed, and bound. a clear definition of adiabatic heating, explain

ing fully the'ditl'erence between a gas adia
batically heated and one heated by mechanical 
compression. A. The word "adiabatic" is de
rived from the Greek and has three parts. A 
means without; dia means through; baUe 
means going. This word as a whole means 
"without going through." Applied to heat, the 
sense is that no heat passes through to affect 
the temperature of the gas under test, be it 
steam in a boiler or any other gas in any re
ceptacle or in the air in the atmosphere. A 
gas which is compressed without any heat 
leaving it becomes hotter, and a gas which is 
expanded without any heat coming into it 
grows colder. Both of these are adiabatic 
changes. The gas which is heated by mechan
ical compression is heated adiabatically. Adia
batic changes are of great importance in the 
atmosphere. 2. In reducing a barometer read
ing of a given latitude to sea level, the average 
temperature of the air must he known. Is tnis 
average obtained by taking the average of the 
dry thermometer readings at the A. M. and 
P. M. observations, or by taking the average of 
the maximum and minimum temperatures for 
the day? A. The average temperature of the 
air in the problem of the reduction to the sea 
level is the average of the temperature of the 
air at the various altitudes from the sea level 
to the altitude of the observation. Tbis can be 
found only with considerable probable error, 
since the change of air temperature with alti
tude varies greatly in different regions, and 
any error in this causes an error in the weight 
of the air column to be calculated. The actual 
temperaJ:ure at the place at the time of ob
servation is the only temperature to be em
ployed in the reduction of that observation. 
3. Is water vapor properly classed as one of 
the constituents of the atmosphere? A. Water 
vapor is one of the constituents of the at
mosphere. No percentage value can he given 
for it, since it varies very much, from a mere 
trace to as much as five per cent of the amount 
of dry air. The chemical composition of air 
as ordinarily given is usually that of dry air. 

LATHE DESIGN FOR HIGH AND Low SPEED STEELS. John T. Nicholson, D.Sc., 
and Demster Smith. London and 
New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 
1908. 8vo.; pp. 402. Price, $6. 

Until the advent of high-speed steel the 
necessity for a theoretical treatise was unfelt; 
but the new conditions imposed by the general 
adoption of the high-heat steel were found to 
have rendered obsolete the long-treasured ex
perience and accumulated data of the tool 
maker. A recent statement of the problems 
involved in lathe deSign, and an attempt to 
solve them on a basis of experimentally ascer
tained fact, had consequently become impera
tive. The substance of the book has already 
appeared in large part in the columns of The 
Engineer, and has already awakened wide
spread interest . The tool designers will be 
glad to have such valuable matter in book 
fOI:m. The work is excellently illustrated by 
a large numher of engravings, which are exe
cuted on a good-sized scale. 

FLUSSIGE KIlISTALLE, MYELINFORMEN UND MUSKELKRAFT. Von O. Lehmann. 
Braunschweig: Druck von Friedrich 
Vieweg und Sohn, 1908. Pp. 321-330. 
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its mast stands straight up like a cat's tail. IEW BOOJrS, ETC. 
The mast is at the front end of the boat, and Abdomen compress and hose supporter, com-
so far as we have observed cats ha.v e  their CANADIAN TYPES OF THE OLD REGIME.. blned, T. P. Taylor . • . .. . . . • . . 903,623 to 903,629 

1608.1698. By Charles W. Colby.' Adding machine full stroke mechanism, R. 
tails set at the stern end. We do not know 

New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1908. i Air ��leg��e�ng' i��,' 'Ii: ·T· ... D.i��:::::::::: ��',�: the derivation of the name catboat, but think 
it far more likely that it was given because 8vo.; pp. 366. Price, $2.75. \ tl� 'b"r��';; :�c:' a�j��f�;:"� .. 'Ii:' H�i;d;i: 903,379 

of the quickness with which these boats will This handsomely made book is illustrated by mUS .................................. 903,378 

come about. 4. Does an electric motor differ well chosen engravings. Some idea of the con- Air, drying, L. Block .................... 903,353 

in structure from a dynamo? Can they be in- tents may be gained from the chapter headings, ,!:::�::::��� :�g:�:��:; �: �a¥8;�u:::::::: ;:g�:�� 
terchanged? A. There is no theoretical dif- which are' as follows: ''The Historical Back-: AlI!usement device, W·. B. Leonard ........ 903,208 

ference between a dynamo and a motor. In ground of New France," "The Explorer, Cham- : !��';:'��b1f:.P 'C:·J.lsW:3so';::::::::::::::::: ;:g�:�� 
general, each may be used for either service. plain " "The Missionary Brebeuf " "The Colo- Automobile danger Signal, O. Herrmann .... 903,719 

There are, however, many structural differences nist 
' 

Hebert" "The Soltlier D'Ib�rville " "The Axle, vphlcle, Hi' Bl ·dBuSh ................ 9
9
0
03

3'
5
44

37
7 " , , Badge, F. R. B gno • • • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . , 

between the two classes of machines, so that it Coureur du Bois, De Lhut," "The Intendant, Bag fastening device, hand, C. F. Kohl-
can be easily told to which class any particu- Talon," "The Bishop, Laval," "The Governor, Balt?e��{flCi�i: 'sioc;'�"&: H�k��p::::::::: �g�:�� 
lar machine belongs. 5. How can a steady, Frontenac," and "The Woman." The chapters Basket, washboller, W. W. Wilkinson .... 903,649 

effective current proceed from a dynamo giv- of this book represent lectures which were re- Bath �pparatus, vapor, K. Hickox .; ...... 903,289 

ing an alternating current? The current cently delivered in Ottawa. It is extremely 
Batt:�;�lso�or���� .. P.l�:�� .. ��r .. �������' .. �: 903,752 

changes polarity each instant, as understood. well written , and conveys an immense amount Bearlngi ball, J. F. Springer .... .......... 903,337 Bed, to ding, L. Jensen . ................. 903,291 
A. A steady current is not produced by an of material which is not easily available except Belting clamp, rope, J. Kast ............ 903,727 
alternator. An alternating current can, how- in special libraries. Bicycle crank hanger, G. H. Meiser . •• • . •. •  903,392 Bicycle, handle bar, H. D. Griswold ........ 903,468 ever, be changed to a steady direct current by SCIENTIFIC IDEAS OF TO-DAY. By Charles Bicycles, carrying attachment for, Jahnel & 
means of a rotary converter. 6. What light R. Gibson. Philadelphia: J. B. Lip- Bill 6����a� . Li�d�����"::::::::::::: ::: �g� form of motor would you recommend for driv- pincott COmpany, 1908. 12mo.·; pp. Binder, J. F. Tapley ..................... 903,621 
ing a dirigible balloon? A. Probably some 344. Price, $1.50. I Blnd��o�:a�a��. ?����' .. ��I.����:. ���:' .. �' .. �: 903, 558 form of gasoline motor is best adapted for This book is so fascinating that the reader Block Signal system, electric, P. J. Simmen. 903,796 
use in a dirigible balloon. almost feels like neglecting the author's warn- ' �fI��: lej. D��hd.!::�. �.a.�: .. .............. 903,781 

(10997) O. E. G. asks: 1. Is the speed ing that the chapters should not be read at Boller draft regulator, steam, W. A. Kitts. 903,729 
of radiant heat (whose medium is the same as random, nD matter how interesting they are. I 

BOl!j� �b��g���l :?�. ���:����. �.�t.e.r. ����:. 903,550 
light) the same as light and electricity? A. The This warning is fully justified, in any work Bolt, F. Mclnnerny . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •  903,397 
latest science does not make any such distinc- of this kind for it would be quite impossible Book, laundry record, E. W. Gray ........ 903,283 

tion as between radiant heat light, electricity, to make each chapter complete in itself with- BOo�IO��pW�M�n�ol��l'i���b�e .. ��.e�� .. ��:�I� 903,769 
etc. They are all the same radiation. If the out a wearying repetition of facts. In the Bottle attachment, Healy & Galvin ...... 903,716 

waves are of a length to affect the proper present volume, the author has endeavored to ��m� :;:'���g �a�i���rw:'p:'C�tli';:::: ��:�� 
nerves we feel them as heat; if they can affect explain the scientific ideas of to-day without Bottle lifter, W. P. Catlin .............. 903,670 
the eye we see light. 2. Is the difference be- using language beyond the reach of any reader. ��m:: :.:'::e'iWaa���, J �'H .N�l�'i.a�d: : : : : : :: ;:g�;gg� 
tween light, electricity, and radiant heat due His explanations demand no previous knowl-. Bottle stopper, non-refillable, J. F. Fltz-
to the difference in wave-length? A. The sole edge of science whatever and no acquaintance! gerald . ' " ... . ............ ....... . .... 903,693 Bottles or glass receptacles, covering, W. 
difference between the several effects is due to with mathematics. It is the most adm irable I P. Catlin ........................... . 903,669 

903,161 
903,221 
903,659 

wave-lengths. See the "New Knowledge," by book on amateur experiments that we have Box and shipping package, F. W. Barnes. 
Prof. Duncan, price $2. 3. If light moves in seen in years. Among the chapter headings ��� Ta���;..:':.tll�':?: :�n�eCrB:��::::::::::: 
transversal waves, how can it move forward? are: "What Things Are Made Of," "The Stuff Box' �or soap, poliSh, pomade, etc., H. C. 
A. In all vibratory motions it is the wave That Atoms Are Made Of," "The Construction BoxSrl:r.°�. ·E: ·K"r;':.i�t ·::::: ::::::::::::::: ��;�i 
form simply which travels. A wind moving of the Atom," "What is Electricity?" "What Breast strap neck yoke ring holder, A. 
over a field of grain is the very best illustra- is the JEther?" "What is Magnetism?" "More BrI C�n:�l:!�ng·���j,i,;�,"s:·T."H·"iir�·dl�Y::.: �g�:� 
tion of this one can have remote from the About Electrons in Motion," "What is En- Bridge, O. Thomas . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . •  903,630 
ocean. Water waves on the ocean are good ergy?" "Waves in the JEther," "What is Bridle"" o.r .. ::���: . ���:����' .. �' .. �: .. ����� 903,806 illustrations of a transverse wave with an on- Light?" "The Explanation of Color," "Ideas Ob-

l Bridle bit, H. W. Beckwith .............. 903,351 
ward motion of the wave form. It is not tained from the Spectrum " "The Birth of a Brush, cleaning, R. T. Gillespie .......... 903.186 , I Bu�kle, A. Fasig ........................ 903,554 light which moves, but a wave form. The Star," "The Age of the. Earth," "Whence i Buckle, N. Hughes . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  903,723 
matter which vibrates moves to and fro, the Came Life?" "What Are th e X-Rays?" "How ' Bundle shocker, G. L. Leisner ............ 903,207 

4. PI 1 i 1 th . " h I 
Burial case, O. S. Russell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  903,233 wave advances. ease exp a n wave-eng . Radium was DIscovered, "What Are t e Rays Burial casket rough box, P. D. Skahen .... 903,798 

A. Wave-length is the distance from a particle from Radium?" "Is the World Going to Burner, F. J. Albrecht .................. 903,652 
moving in a certain direction to the next parti- Pieces?" "The Cause of Radio-activity," "What ��n�� �':r..������' r'b�'l1:ti::. �' .. ��l��:�:::: �:�� cle in exactly the same condition of motion. is Gravitation?" This is a book that it will Button matcher, E. L. Buxbaum ......... 903,270 
In a water wave, tfle wave-length is from a pay anyone to read from cover to cover. It Butt�� IfI��lr�ho.e .. ����:. :.o.����:� .. ����' .. ?: 903,320 drop on the crest, for example, to the next would make an admirable Christmas gift. Cabinet Index, C. E. Flanders ............. 903,368 
drop exactly on the crest, also. 5. What is ST. BOTOLPH'S TOWN. An Account of Old 

Cabt;'i{u.,,,;,ra.l. :::�. �e���:��. ����I.e::�, .. �:.?: 903,565 the wave-length of electricity, and does it vary 
Boston in Colonial Days. By Mary Cable adjuster. M. W. �eardsley ........... 903,656 

with tae amperage? A. There are all sorts . d t L C I 
Calendar, perpetual, W. F. Hunt . . . .  • • .. 903,192 

of wave-lengths of electricity down to very CarolIne Crawfor . Bos on: . • Camera, folding, F. A. Anthony .......... 903,533 

short waves, but not so short as those which Page & Co., 1908. 12mo. Price, $2. 

I 
can'W��,:,mp���n ��';:� 

.. ��l��r: . .':���!�:�: 903,227 
produce light. Those used in wireless teleg- .rhe author has produced a most delightful Car, box, M. O. Blest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . •  903,438 

book on old Boston. We have not read a more Car construction, C. A. Lindstrom ........ 903,488 
raphy with a single wjre as an aerial are very Car coupling, S. Morris . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . •  903,220 
closely four times as long as the height of interesting book of this nature in a very long Car door, J. A. Rlckabau!rh .............. 903,406 

aerial wire from which they are radiated int o  time making one understand a little better Car, dumping, Treadwell � Astrom . . . . . . •  903.245 

space. When a capacity is in the circuit this the �art New England, in the person of its g:�, e�dmE��e, S�aftw::.rsi'tn v."S�g�::::::: �:�g� 
affects the wave-length. The wave-length va- chief town has played in the mighty drama Car running gear, railway, A. R. Angus ... 903,654 

ries with the rapidity of the oscillations of of nations
' 

made up of thInkIng. feeling men %:� :l::e�' l S:�fIl:y .. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ;:g�:��� 
the discharge. 6. 'Does a heated conductor of and. women.' Up to the time of the Revolution, Car truck col'Umn guld .. , O. F. Murray .... 903,490 

electricity retard the current? A. A hot metal of course Boston was tbe biggest place in all g:� ����: rr�V;�,�, 1: �. FJ';fn� .. ,;:::::::: �g�:��: 
has more resistance than it has at a lower the colonies, as well as the chief settlement in Car truck side frame E. H. Benners ..... 903 535 
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Carbureting plant, safety, C. M. Kemp .... 903,479 

g��hle�e:r.���:nT.HCar��IlJ������:::::::::::: �:m Casting furnace, Ingot, Schmidt & Desgraz 903,511 Cereal. cake' or body, H. A. Lauholt ...... 903,586 Chair, D. Schustek ...................... 903,790 Chair, chUd's, I. Unger, reissue ........... 12,879 Check mold, C. E. Herd ................ 903,718 Chute, hog, W. P. Allen ................ 903,1.57 Cigar cutter G. A. Arnold ............... 903,431 Cigars, manufacturing, C. M. Berry ...... 903,437 Cigarette case, B. Epstein ................ 903,690 Circuit clOSing device, A. A. White ......... 903,251 Circuit controller, thermostatic, G. H. Bowen ................................ 903,165 Clamp, G. L. Holter ...................... 903,380 Closet seat, Martin & Grandpre .......... 903,596 Clothes drier, J. Lowendahl .............. 903,593 Olothes line and pin, C. Patterson ........ '903,402 Clothes waSher, S. T. Black ............. 903,661 Clutch, E. E. Norton .................... 903,493 Cock for gas ,fixtures, automatic cut oft, R. E. Staples ................... : .. .. Coffee and tea infuser. R. Troemel. ..... . Coffee machine, S. Sternau, et al. ........ . 
903,614 
903,634 
903,801 Coke oven charges, machine for leveling, W. B. Morgan, et al .................. 903,604 Coke pushing machine, Rouse & Neemes .... 903,783 Collar pad, L. O. King .................. 903,293 Column, distilling, R. Vallat ............. 903,636 Column, distilling or rectifying, R. Vallat. 903,637 Comb cleaner, F. Fevola ................ 903,691 Compressor, hydraulic, Themke & McCardla 903,420 Concrete building blocks, divided bond for two membered, L. B. Larsen .......... 903,734 Concrete mixer, Wolter & Stottko ....... 903,426 Concrete pile and forming the same, M. M. Upson .. . .  . .  . .. . .  .. • .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . ... 903,246 Concrete structures driven mold for sunken, L. H. Brace ........................ .. Condiment holder, Nixon & Rayen ....... . Conduit, W. Houghton .................. .. Control system, R. P. Jackson ........... . Controller construction, E. W. Stull. ...... . 

gg����!��gJ.a'i'l�r�:g �: .. �: .. ���S.l���:::: Cooker and evaporator, T. W. Wade ..... . Cooking utensil, R. Vaughan ............. . Cop or yarn package, S. W. WardwelL .. . Copper leaching process, IF. Lalst ........ . Corn husker, T. L. Brumback ........... . Corset, M. J. Lang ..................... . Cors .. t attachment back protector, G. F. 

903,441 
903,399 
903,572 
903,193 
903,338 
903,348 
903,591 
903,520 
903.803 
903,643 
903,732 
903,446 
903,204 

Shankland ................ . .  . .  • . .  • • ... 903,238 Cotton chopper riding attachment, N: S. Sodekson .............................. 903,336 Coupling. See Car coupling. Crane, traveling, Miller & Newcomb ...... 903,601 Cultivating scrape, A. F. Davis .......... 903,684 Cultivator, A. J. Compton ................ 903.676 Current regulator, electric, Knapp & Cade .. 903,580 Curtain bracket, A. W. Appleton .......... 903,159 Cutting apparatus, S. Davis ............. 903,273 Cycle engine, double two, W', L. Morrow.. 903,753 Cycle, Single wheel (monocycle), o. Schuh-mann ................................. 903,789 Cycles, means tor locking the steering heads of, H. Jansen ........................ 903,476 Dental gold Inlays, appliance for casting, V. Macdonald ....................... .. Dental lip protector, E. C. Wackier ...... . Derrick holst, B. G. Cope ............... .. Disk shaping and sharpening machine, O. 
903,489 
903,344 
903,271 

T. Fegert ............................ 903,365 Display apparatus, J.,Jr., & A. A. Wlede-meier .......... :...................... 903.253 Display package, O. J. Miller ............ 903,600 Display rack, J. J. Karges .............. 903,821 Ditching and grading machine, M. G. Bun-npll, relssu.. .......................... 12,875 Dividing board, R. Loving ............... 903,742 Dock, floating, Mehlhorn & von KIiJ���!i5, 903,598 Dog bench, T. B. Mlddlebrooke ........... 903.218 Doll eyE's mechanism, A. C. Hover ........ 903,573 Door frame and, vestibule member, com-bined relnforc .. d, S. W. Fish .......... 903,281 Door stop, C. Schneider ................. 903,409 Door �top and check, combination, T. R. Thorsen ... . .  . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . .... 903,243 Dough mixing machine, L. C. Sharpless.... 903,239 Dralt equalizer, J. Slems .. n ............... 903,330 Dralt equalizer, H. Watson .............. 903,346 Drafting tool, C. H. Robins ............... 903,779 Dr .. dger cutt .. r, A. Lklevlcz ... ........... 903,210 Drying and treating lumber, Uphus & Chap-man ................................. . 903,635 Drying machine, J. C. Taliaferro . . • • •. . . . . 903.620 Dropper, E. C. Glines .................... 903,467 Drum, hoisting, A. E. Holcomb ............ 903.819 Duplicating apparatus, A. B. Dick .......... 903,457 Dye and making same, orange or -brown, A. Gressly ............................ 903,284 Egg beater and cream whipper, G. H. Snyd .. r ................................ 903,515 Egg r .. glster, And .. rson & Middleton ...... 903,430 Elastic distortion, apparatus for d .. monstrating the laws of, C. E. Albright .. 903,262 Electric circuit br""ker, double pole, W. H. Scott ................................. 903.791 Electric light stand, J. F. Pierce ........... 903,499 Electric wire support, adjustable, A. W. Bensley .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. 903.807 Electrical contact maker, J. H. Hart ..... 903,568 Electrical prot�ctive apparatus; F. B. Cook. 903;812 Electrode for arc lamps, F. Janecek ...... 903.383 Electrolytic apparatus, P. Borgnet ........ 903,164 
EI .. ctromedlcal apparatus, R. H. Wappl .. r .. 9()3,640 Elevators or hoists, automatle friction brake mechanism for, A. G. Wuest. .. ........ 903.805 Engine starter, gas, L. Burnham . . . . . . . • . . .  903,269 Envelop, T. J. H .. ath .................... 903,717 Excavating apparatus, windlass and grapple device for moving, L. Mayer ......... 903.597 ExpanSion pin, F. Rich .................. 903,777 Exposures, means for preventing double, P. F. Rice .......................... . Extension table, B. C. Vincent ........ .. Extension table, A. H. Ston.. . ........... . Eyeglass case, C. E. Lembck.. . ......... . Eyelet, F. H. Richards ................ .. Faucet, C. Clark· ........................ .. Feed bag attachment, T. Brennan ......... . F .. ed trough, T. C. Ottinger ............. . Fence, E. V. Woodson ................... . Fencing, apparatus for stretching wire, J. 

903.405 
903.638 
903,802 
903.737 
903,778 
903.451 
903.169 
903,309 
903,258 

Fisher ................................ 903,367 Fifth wheel, 1. Teeter . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . • . •. 903,241 Filing case, :r. 9. D .. lnzer . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 903,180 Filter, H. A: 'Frasch ....... . .  . .. . • . . . . .. 903.697 Flltr�tlon, 1. H. Jew .. 1l .................. 903.385 Fire extinguisher, chemical, P. L. Wilbur. 903,527 Fire �ghter, prairie, W. F. Mlkolasek ..... 903.394 Fire pot, sectional, Baty & P .. rry ........ 903,534 Fire, protective device against the spread of, C. A. Pusheck .................... 903,228 Flexible coupling, J. G. Callan ............ 903,171 Floor covering, A. O. Eggers . . . . . . . • . . . . .  903.183 Floor finishing machine, C. Peter .......... 903.311 Flue cleaner, J. W. Brown ................ 903.664 Fluid actuated engine, E. J. Armstrong .... 903.2 64 Fluid gage, M. Martin ............ 903,212, 903.213 Fly paper holder. E. B. Fuller ........... 903.701 Fly trap, J. Dlsdler ...................... 903,458 Fodder for animals, W'. Darlington ........ 903.683 

���� ao�d a����l c����e�. ��h�j, ������?:: ��:��� IFrame. See Saw frame. Furnace, S. T. Bleyer .................... 903,163 Furnace, O. Hile .. ;...................... 900,720 Furnace automatic explosion- or bleeder valve, blast, Witting & Baer .......... 900,425 Furnace charging apparatus, blast, wn-IIams & Ahlen . .............. ......... 1IQa,423 Galvanometer, testing, Johnson & Avery ... 903.195 Game apparatus, C. W. Courtney ........ 903,679 Garment clasp, C. M. Hall . . . . . . . . . • • • • •  903.373 Garm .. nt fastener, J. K. Livingston ....... 9jl3,590 Garm .. nt hanger, A. K. Bowman ........... 903,166 Gas burner tip, E. Kersey ................. 903,579 Gas controlling apparatus, H. Sieben ...... 903,7911 Gas gen .. rator, acetyl .. ne, E. M. Roaenblllt)l, 
903,506, 903,507 Gas lights by varying the pressure In the mains, device for automa tically li�hting and extinguishing, Tourtel & Mealing .. 903. 633 Gas producing apparatus, G. F. R .. ndall .... 903.503 Gas retort feeding machine. C. Eltle ...... 903,184 Gas .. s and liquids, apparatus for producing Interaction between, H. KopPl'r" ........ 903,483 Gat .. , E. A. Fpstpr ................. . , .... 903.69& Gear case B. L.· Waters .................. 903.521 
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